Cable Sheath MANGE CABLE
The cable sheath MANGE CABLE neatly stows the cables, protects them
and prevents them from getting covered with dust.
It also avoids the danger of heating for the coiled cables.
Quick and easy installation: thanks to the tool, the sheath "swallows" the
cables, even if they are already connected at both ends.
It can easily be removed and reused.
We can add cables afterwards.
The installation is quicker than the spiraled sheath.
More protective than a split sheath because it doesn't remain open.

Operating temperature from -60 ° C to + 110 ° C.
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Cut the sheath to the desired length.
Gather all cables into the tool.
Close the tool.
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Insert the pointed part of the tool into
the end of the sheath.

Hold the sheath with one hand and slide
the tool: the cables are “swallowed” by
the sheath.
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A cable can be pulled out at any intermediate position.

Industrial packaging
The MANGE CABLE cable sheath was originally designed to streamline wiring in
industry and building.
Choice of 5 diameters: 8 mm, 15 mm, 20 mm, 25 mm, 32 mm.
Colors : black (+ silver for diameter 20 mm).
Each roll is delivered with one tool.
Additional tools can be bought separatly.
Ø

Colors

8 mm

Black

100 m

MC08N100M

MC08

15 mm

Black

50 m

MC15N50M

MC15

20 mm

Black
Silver

Delivered with one tool

30 m

MC20N30M
MC20A30M

Additional tool

MC20

25 mm

Black

20 m

MC25N20M

MC25

32 mm

Black

15 m

MC32N15M

MC32

Desktop packaging
The MANGE-CABLE cable sheath has found another application in the office
and at home: neatly store the cables behind the computer equipment, TV,
audio…
Diameter : 20 mm
2 colors : silver or black
Packaging suitable for self-service sale: 1.50 meter roller + 1 tool in a blister that
can be placed on a shelf or suspended to a spindle.

1,50 m + 1 tool

SILVER color

BLACK color

MC20A150

MC20N150
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